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W e  study the power  of RAM acceptors with several instruction sets. W e  exhibit several 
instances where the availability of the division operator increases the power  of the acceptors. 
W e  also show that in certain situations parallelism and  stochastic features (“distributed 
random choices”) are provably more powerful than either parallelism or randomness alone. 
W e  relate the class of probabilistic Turing machine computat ions to random access machines 
with multiplication (but without boolean vector operations). Again, the availability of integer 
division seems to play a  crucial role in these results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the central questions in computational complexity is the amount  of extra 
power gained by capabilities like nondeterminism, parallelism, stochastic features, or 
the cheap computation of complicated functions, like mu ltiplication or exponen-  
tiation. A convenient mode l for the study of such questions is a  random access 
machine, with special instructions that embody  the desired features. Some interesting 
results were obtained using these techniques about the power of restricted shifts and  
boolean operations [9], mu ltiplication and  boolean operations [6], shifts and  boolean 
operations [ 131, etc. 
In this paper  we continue this line of inquiry, trying to further characterize the 
power of specific instruction sets. We  show that division, in many cases, adds 
substantially to the power of random access recognizers-division with truncation 
yields a  very rapid shift operation, while exact division can be  used to generate large 
complex patterns of data in a  single step. This is perhaps surprising-in many 
situations it is known that division can be  eliminated at listtle cost [19]. We  make 
this a  bit more precise by relating these random access machines to mode ls of 
parallel computation. We  also provide “natural” definitions of destributed nondeter- 
m inism and  of distributed probabilistic computations, and  show these to be  more 
powerful than deterministic mode ls, or even nondeterministic or probabilistic mode ls, 
where the choices are made  by a  unique central processor. 
We  recall some definitions, and  present our notation. Random access machines 
will be  abbreviated as RAMS throughout the paper. The  instruction set of a  RAM 
consists of a  finite set of operations of the form Ri t R, op R, (that make the 
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contents of register Ri equal to the result of executing “op” with arguments 
contents and contents( assignment instructions, and branches. Branch 
instructions depend on the outcome of comparison operations, from a set camp. 
Indirect addressing is allowed, although it is not used in our proofs. We denote the 
class of RAMS with operations opi, op, ,..., op,, and comparisons c,, c, ,..., c, by 
RAM Lop,, op, ,..., Op, ; c,, c~,..., c,,,]. We abbreviate by boo1 a complete set of 
boolean vector operations, T and 1 denote left (length-increasing) and right shifts, 
respectively. Thus RAM[ +, A; , <] is the usual RAM model that we also denote by 
RAM, RAM[+, -, *, bool; <] is the RAM with multiplication studied in [5], while 
RAM[ +, 1, T, 1, boo]; <] is the (unrestricted) vector RAM of [ 111. We shall assume 
that every instruction is executed in one unit of time (unit cost measure). 
For a given machine model M, PTIME-M denotes the class of languages accepted 
in polynomial time by a machine of type M. Thus, denoting Turing machines by Tm, 
P= PTIME-TM. NEXPTIME denotes the class of languages accepted in 
exponential time by nondeterministic Turing machines, and PTAPE (EXPTAPE) the 
class of languages recognized in polynomial (exponential) tape by Turing machines. 
By exponential, we mean functionsf(n) = k” for some k > 0. 1x1 denotes the length of 
the string x. ER denotes the class of languages acepted in time 
stkexp(n) = 2 
by a Turing machine. 
Many of our results have interesting interpretations in terms of parallel models of 
computation. For definiteness we shall think in terms of parallel Turing machines 
[ 8]-Turing machines that in certain states can produce two “offspring 
machines” -with identical instantaneous descriptions, except for the state of finite 
control. The parent machine stops computing until it receives signals from its sons. It 
is known that it suffices to consider a model where communication consists of a 
single bit, signaling acceptance or rejection by the offspring machines. The machines 
can be further restricted to depend only on boolean functions of these signals-“\/” 
at even levels of the tree representing the set of all Turing machines realizing the 
computation, and “A” at odd levels of the tree. It is well known that such 
synchronous parallel models are robust, and alternating machines [2], parallel Turing 
machines [8, IS], parallel RAMS, and conglomerates [4] all have similar power as 
acceptors. More precisely, all of these models, as well as RAM[+, 2, *, boo]; <]s are 
polynomially related: for time constructible T(n) > n, if a language 4p is accepted by 
any of these models within time T(n) then there is a polynomial p(x) such that for 
any other model in the list 9 is accepted within time p(T(n)). See [3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 
12, 131. 
An ID is an instantaneous description of a Turing machine during a 
computation--the contents of the tapes, head positions, and the state of the finite 
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control. For technical reasons, in our IDS we shall consider a special model of Turing 
machine: it has a single tape, it is oblivious, and, if the length of the tape used is s. 
the position of the read/write head at time t is t mod s. For our purposes this is not a 
serious restriction: we are interested in super-polynomial speedups and it is not hard 
to verify that given a i”(n) time bounded ordinary multitape Turing machine, there is 
a one tape machine with the restrictions above that accepts the same language, using 
at most T’(n) steps. 
When describing bit strings, we shall write them from left to right (least significant 
bit first), and we count bit positions starting with position 0. Thus, the bit string 
00011, of length 5, has its first 1 bit at position 3. The string represents the integer 24. 
Thus, the “left shift,” T, will actually move the string to the right in our represen- 
tation. If x is a bit string xi or (x)~ denote i copies of x concatenated to each other. 
“End of proof’ is shown as 1. 
Finally, some technical conventions about leading O’s (that some readers may want 
to skip in a first reading): We assume that the numbers (bit strings) contained in 
RAM registers have no leading 0’s. If leading O’s result from arithmetic or boolean 
operations, they are dropped. In binary operations, leading O’s are assumed to exist if 
they are needed to make two bit strings have the same length. The number 0 is 
represented as a single 0 bit. Thus 01 A 01001 =Ol, 01 V 01001 =OlOOl, 
~111111 = 0. These conventions are consistent and ensure that RAM operations are 
finite. In some programs involving boolean operations it might be natural to use a 
mask with leading O’s, or even consisting of O’s only. Such masks can be easily 
simulated by somewhat clumsy programs of constant length. For example, if X 
contains bit string x that has leading O’s, compute X V Y by using 2 = xl as follows: 
T+-ZV Y 
MASK +- -Z 
MASK t TMASK /now MASK contains X without leading O’s/ 
EXTRABIT + Z - MASK /EXTRABIT = 0’“’ l/ 
T +- T - EXTRABIT 
In order to make our programs more readable, we shall not use such program 
segments. Instead, we shall write masks with leading 0’s. These are to be considered 
as shorthand for a “macro expansion” to be performed, yielding correct but unnatural 
programs. 
The next section contains results about exact division. Section 3 deals with the 
extra power of integer division, where truncation can be used to “clean” low-order 
bits. Section 4 presents some results about parallel computation with distributed 
probabilistic choices. The last section reviews some of the questions left unanswered 
by this research. 
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2. EXACT DIVISION 
Our results are obtained using two main techniques: “guess and verify” tricks, and 
using arithmetic operations to generate complicated and convenient bit patterns. 
Random access machines with non-local instructions are much better than Turing 
machines to take advantage of guesses and this is what makes many of the technique 
work. As an illustration of what we man, consider the easy lemma below. 
LEMMA 1. Every r.e. set 9 can be written as 
Y = {xl 3Y qx, Y)}, 
where T is computable in constant time by a RAM[+, 1, boo]; <I. The instruction sets 
[+, + , bool; <I, [+, *, bool; <], [+, ., bool; (1 also satisfy the lemma. (a denotes 
concatenation). I 
Proof: Let W be an r.e. set and M a Turing machine that accepts W, with 
oblivious head motion. We shall describe an algorithm that, given x, and a finite 
number of integers-masks-can verify that M accepts x in a constant number of 
operations. Initially we shall suppose that these integers are given in separate 
registers-after the main algorithm we show how to compress this information into a 
single integer. 
Given x E W, let 
ID = ID,ID, . . . ID, 
be a register containing an encoded sequence of instantaneous descriptions of M that 
represent an accepting computation of M on x. We assume that every pair (MS 
square, finite control) is encoded into c bits, so each ID, has length cs. M has a 
unique final configuration, with the finite control in a special accept state qS, blank 
tape, and heads scanning the first square of the tape. Finally, choose the encoding in 
such a way that a blank square, not scanned by a head is represented by 0’. Since 
M’s head at time j is scanning square j mod s, ID, and ID,+ i should differ only in at 
most 2c bits, in positions (j mod s) . c to (j mod s) . c + 2c - 1. To show that x E W 
we have to check that 
(a) ID,, (!D,) represent the initial (final accepting) configuration of M with 
input x 
@I ID,+1 follows from ID, by a valid move of M. 
Let 
MS = lo-', 
MN= (12c(ys--l)c)l+l, 
M, = (l()SCtC--l)l+l* 
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For each string a over (0, 1) of length 2c that is the encoding of two consecutive 
squares of the Turing machine, one of which is scanned by the head of the Turing 
machine (and, thus, the encoding for that square also contains the information about 
the state of the finite control) let 
M, = (a()wc)r+l 
Assume that MS, MH, M, , and all the M, are given (later, we shall show how they 
can be obtained). Assume also that registers S and T contain cs and cst, respectively. 
We claim that we can check that ID is as required, by using the masks above and 
boolean operations and shifts: to check (b), we extract with the masks the portions of 
ID, and IDi+, that changed by the Turing machine move at time i, and using shifts 
and boolean operations we verify that the remaining portion of ID, did not change, 
and that the squares that did change represent a valid move (more details will be 
given below). To check (a) we note that 
MASK, t (M, iff M,) /MASK, = lcs/ 
INIT + ID A MASK, 
yields the initial configuration, and 
FINAL e ID T T 
yields the final configuration. These can be checked to be correct in constant time, 
using no new masks because of our coventions on the encoding. We outline the 
checking of (b): some readers may want to skip these details, continuing with the 
algorithms for verification of masks. 
To say that for all i, ID, and ID,, , differ only in the representation of the squares 
scanned by the Turing machine at times i and i + 1 it suffices to check that 
V’eIDA(4H) 
Vt Veer (Vi S) 
yields 0, since the first c l’s in MH, starting at positions i(s + 1)~ select the encoding 
of the squares scanned at time i by the machine, the next c bits represent the squares 
scanned at the next instant in time, and these are the only two squares that change 
from time i to time i + 1. 
To check that the remaining bits represent valid transitions, we use the following 
strategy: for each bit pattern a, representing two squares of M, with the head 
scanning one of them, obtain all positions of ID where a occurs (and the position is 
compatible with the oblivious head movement). This can be accomplished by the 
code fragment 




do i=O to 2c- 1 
X,+X,A(A1i) 
end 
which yields a register X,, with a 1 bit in position j . (SC + c) iff ID, has the square 
scanned by its head and he following square, represented by a. We can also obtain 
registers Y, that have a 1 bit in position j. (SC + c) iff the square scanned by M’s 
head in IDj and the square immediately preceding it are represented by j?. Using 
shifts and boolean operations it is easy to check in a constant number of operations 
that for all i the transitions are correct, since there is only a constant number of pairs 
(a, /?) that represent valid transitions. 
Thus, we have shown that given ID and the appropriate masks we can check 
whether M accepts x. To prove our lemma, we suppose that the masks and ID are 
concatenated together in a single string-the string presumed to exist. We show that 
the masks can be extracted from the string by using shifts and RAM operations, and 
that we can test that the masks thus obtained are correct. 
We note the following: 
(a) masks MH and M, can be obtained from M, in a constant number of 
operations; 
(b) without loss of generality, we may assume cs = 2k for some k, and t = 2’” 
(so T can be obtained from MS). 
Therefore, only cs, MS, and M, need to be given. It is relatively straightforward to 
extract these from a single register Y assuming they are conveniently located in it: if 
Y= W . Y’, where . denotes concatenation, and W is a power of 2 
UC (YY + 1) iff Y /v= P”@h(W)/ 
UtYAU 
puts W in U. The process then can be continued by shifting Y by U. 
It remains to show that we can verify that the bit strings obtained for the masks 
are indeed the required masks. We observe that 
(a) A register X contains an integer that is a power of 2 iff X = (4) + 1. 
(b) Let register X contain an integer I, and register Y and integer u. Then the 
length of u is 1 iff Y 1 (X - 1) = 1. 
(c) XT 1 =X +X. Thus we may use left (length-increasing shifts) by constant 
amounts. 
Given cs, we check the correctness of MS by requiring that M, be a power of 2 and 
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have length cs. To check that, M, is correct, given M, we use the same strategy as for 
checking that ID was correct: if register 2 is to contain M,, we can view Z as 
z=z,z, .a’ z,,,, 
with /Zil = 10SCtC-’ for all i, and we check that 
(1) Z, is “correct,” 
(2) Zi+ , = Zi for all i. 
Condition (1) is easily checked, since Z, = M, T (c - I), (and, by observation (C) 
above we can use left shifts). The program segment below rejects Z if (1) is not 
satisfied 
zle~,T (c- 1) 
ZMASKc((7Zl)j 1)V 1 /~-MASK = 1 length(Zd/ 
UcZAZMASK 
if U # Zl then reject 
To check condition (2), it suffices to shift Z  by the length of Z, (= SC + c) and verify 
that, except for the last length(Z,+,) bits, the bit string after the shift is identical with 
the original bit string Z. The program fragment below implements the algorithm 
above. We assume that register K contains the quantity cs (that we have already 
decoded). 
KtK+c- 1 /K = length(Z,)/ 
ALL-BUT-LAST + Z 1 K 
MASK +- ALL-BUT-LAST iff ALL-BUT-LAST 
/MASK = 1 length(ALL-BUT-LAST) / 
OLD + Z A MASK 
NEW+ZlK 
if OLD # NEW then reject 
Thus, we can check that all masks are correct; the last step in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Slight variations in programming show that the lemma holds for other instruction 
sets: for example, for [+, + , bool, <I, [ +, -, *, bool, 91, or [+, ., -, bool, <]. 
(. denotes concatenation). I 
The lemma suggests a new and “correct” definition of nondeterminism for RAMS. 
Scott [ 111 suggested that nondeterministic automata be defined as automata with an 
extra input tape, where the nondeterministic choices are recorded i.e., that nondeter- 
minism be represented by existential quantification. Our lemma shows that this would 
yield only trivial nondeterministic classes for many RAMS. It is natural, however, to 
require that automata that are helped by a string be required to reserve storage for 
the string. The definition below formalizes the idea that a nondeterministic automaton 
should, deterministically, set up a portion of its memory where help will be given. 
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DEFINITION. Let T(n) be a time bound and J’ a class of automata. The class of 
languages accepted in time T(n) by helped automata J is the class of the languages 
9 that can be defined as 
where R is computable within time T(]x]) by an automaton in A, and there is an 
automaton in J that computes, within time 7(1x]), a function f( ) such that 
If(x>l = I Yl- 
We denote by PTIME-helped J the class of languages accepted in polynomial 
time by automata in J. 
The following are easily proven: 
(1) PTIME-helped Tm = NP (in general, helped Tm time T(n) = 
nondeterministic Tm time T(n)), 
(2) PTIME-helped RAM [ +, 2, boo]; <] = NP, 
(3) PTIME-helped RAM [ +, *, boo]; <] = NEXPTIME, 
(4) PTIME-helped RAM[+, T, book (1 = ER. 
The first shows that the definition of “help” is an extension of the usual definition 
of nondeterminism. Parts (2) and (3) show that in some situations the availability of 
multiplication is responsible by an exponential increase in the power of acceptors. 
There is another interesting interpretation of these results in terms of parallel 
computers. Recall that the power of “unreasonable” RAMS, like RAM[+, *, book <] 
results from their ability to efficiently generte long registers and to combine 
appropriate bits of these long registers by using shifts and boolean operations. One 
may think of such RAMS as a collection of parallel synchronous computers, the ith 
machine being the set of ith bits of the RAM registers. The communication patterns 
that can be established between these computers by shifts and boolean operations 
yield a conglomerate that is (within a polynomial) equivalent to the “explicit” 
parallel models of computation like parallel Turing machines [8, 21, parallel RAMS 
’ [3], conglomerates [4], etc. When we apply the notion of “help” to these models, we 
essentially talk of separate (polynomially length bounded) help strings for each 
processor in the conglomerate. Since each help string can be interpreted as a sequence 
of nondeterministic choices, this corresponds to independent nondeterminism at each 
processor. The fact that polynomial time-bounded distributed nondeterministic 
acceptors recognize NEXPTIME [3, lo] follows directly from Lemma 1. The lemma 
is also crucial for our tirst theorem. 
THEOREM 1. PTIME-RAM[+, -, T, boot +-; 41 = ER. 
This result is interesting, since 
PTIME-RAM [ +, -, 7, book <] = PTAPE 
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and thus, the availability of division is responsible for an increase in the power of 
these RAMS that is not bounded by any elementary recursive function. It is also 
interesting that, as we shall show in Lemma 3, 
PTIME-RAM[+, -, T, *, boot; <] 5 EXPTAPE 
so that division and multiplication have very different power in these contexts. 
Theorem 1 remains true if we limit the RAM to a single division and if we require 
that a f b be defined only when a is a multiple of b. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given a Turing machine M, that is stkexp(n) time-bounded, 
and an input x, we shall decide, in polynomial time, using operations from the set 
]+, 2, T, bool, + ; <] whether M accepts x. We fist show that Lemma 1 can be 
extended to say: given a finite set of masks, it is possible to check, in constant time, 
whether a set of strings s,, s2 ,..., s,, all of the same length, stored concatenated to 
each other in a single register, contains a proof that M accepts x-i.e., for some j, sj 
is a sequence of IDS representing a valid sequence of moves by M, that make M 
accept x. We then show how to generate the required masks (using division). Finally 
we show-again using division-how to generate, in a single register, concatenated to 
each other, all binary strings of the appropriate length. If M accepts x, one of these is 
the required sequence of IDS and our test procedure will certify it. 
Let us assume that register IDP contains k strings of length 1, concatenated to each 
other and that 1 is of the form s2’, where s represents, as before, the tape used by M. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we shall use masks MP, and MP,, corresponding to 
masks M, and M,, MP, = (M,)k, MP, = (MsO’-‘“J)k. These masks (P stands for 
“parallel”) are copies of the masks used for verification of a single string, one for 
each of the k strings. The reader should have no difficulty, using the techniques of the 
lemma, to come up with a program that leaves in a register C the substring 1’ starting 
at location jl, if the string sj (i.e., bits jZ to (j + 1) I- 1 of IDP represents an 
accepting sequence of moves of M on x. To detect that such a substring occurs 
somewhere in C, in time independent of k, I, execute the following program fragment: 
N+ C A (TMP,) /all but the lowest-order bit of every string/ 
LOWcCAMP, 
LOWeLOWT 1 
N+N+LOW /ifbitsjZto(j+ l)/-- 1 were 
all l’snowbit(j+ 1)Zis l/ 
IV+-NAMP, /select these bits/ 
It suffices now to test whether N = 0; it will be iff a sequence of f l’s existed in C. 
which happens iff some string in IDP was a proof that M accepts x. 
As an aside, note that we cannot discover where in C the required substring is, but 
this information is not necessary for our proof (if we are not extreme constructivists). 
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To obtain masks of the form (Opll)q, remember that such a bit string represents the 
integer. 
q-1 
z. 2’p = (24P - 1)/(2” - 1). 
Since 2p = 1 ] p, it is clear that such masks can be obtained given p and q, in a finite 
number of [+, A, r, e-1 operations. In the case of MP, and MP,, the lengths are of 
the form stkexp(y) for some y < x, so that they can be generated in O(x) steps. 
To complete the proof, we need to generate all possible ID sequences. We show 
how to generate, given 1, all strings of length 1 concatenated to each other in a single 
register. 
Certainly it will suffice to test all possible sequences of length I to see whether any 
is a sequence of IDS representing an accepting computation. We generate all strings 
in order, i.e. the string O’10’-i010’-21 1O’-2 es* 1’. This string represents the integer 
Let u = 2’. Then 
u, p+l)l_ 2” 
S i2” = + i 2” = i&, 
i=O i% j=i 
2’- 1 
up + I)1 p+‘)I _ 1 
= - 2’- 1 (2’- I)* 
2(“+‘)‘[u(2’- 1) - 11 + 1 = z*‘-z”+‘+ 1 ’ 
If 1 is a power of 2, then this expression can be evaluated using only shifts, 
additions, subtractions, and a division. In our case, 1 will be the length of a sequence 
of accepting IDS and, hence, will be a power of 2. 
The algorithm to test whether M accepts x, sketched above, uses only 3 divisions, 
and the divisions are exact. We can reduce the number of divisions to 1. If pi/qi 
i = 1,2,3 are the three division operations. Let ai = 2”], a2 = 2’2 with a2 > (nqi)(np,), 
a, > a2, and let fl= (a,~, + a,p, + pJq, q2q3. /3 can be computed with a single 
division, and the quotients p,/qr can be computed from /‘? without using further 
divisions. This concludes the proof of the theorem. B 
Before we sketch the proof of Lemma 3 we recapitulate some facts from [ 131. They 
will be used also in Section 4, in the proof of Theorem 6(a). 
DEFINITION. Let RAM[op; camp] be a class of RAMS. Let E, and E, be two 
straight line programs of length at most n that use operations from the set op. 
Programs E, have no input and produce a single output, xi, in a specified register. Let 
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c E camp. We say that the decision problem “E,cE, ?” can be decided by a r(n) time 
bounded (resp. S(n) space bounded) Turing machine, if these is a T(n) time bounded 
(resp. S(n) space bounded) Turing machine that, given E, and E, as inputs, outputs a 
1 if x, cx2, and a 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 2. If the decision problem “E,cE2?“, c E camp, E,, E, straight line 
programs with operations from op can be decided by a T(n) time bounded (resp. S(n) 
space bounded) Turing machine, then a t(n) time bounded RAM(op; camp] acceptor 
can be simulated by a t(n) T(t(n)) time bounded (resp. t(n) + S(t(n)) space bounded) 
Turing machine. 
Proof: (sketch). We can “unroll” the program: given input x of a RAM M  we are 
interested in whether M  executes the instruction “accept” or “reject.” If one of these 
instructions is executed as the first instruction of MS program, there is nothing to 
compute. Assume, by induction that the behavior of M  on x for the first t instructions 
is given by a straight-line program P, (i.e., the contents of every register of M  are the 
same after executing P, as after executing t steps of M ’s program, for input x; in 
particular, the first instruction of P, assigns x to register 1). Then the contents of any 
register of M  at time t are given by a straight line program, of length< <t that can be 
easily obtained from P,. If the instruction executed at time t + 1, a,, 1, is not a 
branch operation then 
P ttl =P,a,+, 
and at+ 2 is the instruction following a, in M , program (unless aI+, E {accept, reject }, 
when alf2 is undefined). 
If at+ 1 is a branch instruction, P,, 1 = P,, and a,, 2 is computed as follows: extract 
from P, the straight-line programs S, and S, that compute the value x1, xz involved 
in the comparison that determines the branch. Use the Turing machine routine given 
by the hypothesis to obtain the outcome of S, camp S,, and determine the label of 
a, + 2 accordingly. 
Thus the unrolling process may continue. After at most t(n) simulated steps an 
accept or reject instruction must be executed, and the action of M  can be reproduced 
by the simulator. Elementary analysis of the algorithm sketched yields the bounds 
claimed. u 
DEFINITION. Let x be a bit string. A bit of x is interesting if it is the last bit in a 
run of identical digits. For example, the interesting bits of 00011101111 are the 2nd, 
5th, 6th, and 10th (starting at 0, and going from left to right). 
DEFINITION. Let n be a nonnegative integer and let x be the bit string that is its 
binary representation. The interesting bit notation I(n) for n (and for x) is defined 
inductively as 
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Z(n) = the string 0 if n=O 
= the string 1 if n= 1, 
= the string 01 if n=2, 
= the list (Z(n,), Z(n,) ,..., Z(Q)) 
if n > 2 and n,, n2,..., nk are the bit positions of the 
interesting bits of x. 
For example, 
1(128)=1(00000001,)=(1(6),1(7))=(1(011),1(111)) 
= (vw~ Z(2)), (Z(3))) = ((03 0119 (Z(l 1))) 
= ((09 01>9 ((Z(l)))) = ((09 0119 ((1))) 
LEMMA 3. PTIME-RAM[+, L, T, bool; <] G EXPTAPE. 
Proof (sketch). We will outline the proof of the weaker result that 
PTIME-RAM[+, 2, T, bool, *; <] (TAPE[2*‘“] and sketch the messy proof of the 
exponential tape simulation. By Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that two integers 
obtained by straight line programs of length 1 with operations from 0, = {+, 1, *, T, 
bool) can be compared by a Turing machine using space 2”’ (2d’, respectively). 
Represent the contents of a RAM register by its interesting bit representation. It is 
not hard to obtain the interesting bit representation of x o y with 0 E Op. Moreover, if 
x and y have n, and n,, interesting bits, then x + y, x boo1 y, x T y, and x * y have at 
most n, + n,,, IZ, + n,,, n,, and n,n, interesting bits, respectively. Similar recurrences 
hold for the interesting bits in the representation of the lengths of the interesting bits. 
After t steps of the RAM program any integer has at most n2” interesting bits and 
depth n”‘, hence it can be represented in 22c’“‘ogn, i.e., 2*‘” space for some constant c. 
A simple recursive routine can compare the value of two such structures. These ideas 
can be put together to give a 2*‘” tape bounded simulation. 
The exponential tape simulation is a much more involved implementation of the 
same ideas. The simulation strategy is the same, but the recursive list structures that 
represent the contents of registers are not explicitly stored by the simulator. Instead, 
whenever a comparison is to be simulated, the simulator executes the recursive 
routine that compares two structures, using pointers to the lists. The lists are never 
written down-when a pointer is to be moved, or when the value of a leaf is needed, 
the simulator computer the value of the item (possibly by recursively recomputing 
everything). This yields the exponential improvement in the tape bounds. The strategy 
is the same as the one used in [ 131 to prove PTIME-RAM[+, A, T,bool; <] = 
PTAPE, and the reader is referred to [ 131 for details. 1 
The division operation, used in this section, was always exact. In the next section 
we shall examine situations where truncation is important. 
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3. DIVISION WITH TRUNCATION 
The results about RAMS in the previous section, as well as those in [6] and [9] 
rely heavily on the boolean operations. It is interesting to try to characterize the 
power of RAMS with arithmetic operations only. We shall see that the availability of 
division seems to increase the power of instruction sets. 
Schonhage [ 121 recently proved that 
PTIME-RAM[+, *, 1; =] 3 NP. 
The result also holds for the instruction sets [+, *, 2; =] and [+, I, *; <I. We 
extend these results somewhat. Recall that k - NP is the class of languages 
recognized in polynomial time by coin-tossing Turing machines with probability 
> l/2. The class has been studied by [5, 15, 16, 201 and is related to #P. Our result 
is 
THEOREM 2. PTIME-RAM[+, 2, *, +-, =] I> k - NP. 
Proof: We shall show how to count, in polynomial time, the number of different 
assignments that satisfy a boolean formula in 3 - CNF. It is well known [5, 161 that 
this problem is complete for k - NP. 
We shall, in a single register, evaluate all possible assignments to the boolean 
formula. Bits il to (i + 1)Z of the register will be dedicated to the ith assignment: 1 is a 
parameter, discussed below. The ith assignment for an n-variable formula, 0 < i < 2” 
is the one given by the binary representation of the integer i in an n-bit notation. Iff 
is a formula, f(i) denotes the value off with assignment i to its variables. 
Suppose we succeeded in obtaining, in a register R the result of evaluating the 
3 - CNF formula f under each of the 2” assignments; i.e., 
R = f(O)Off(l)O’... Olf(2” - 1). 
Then it is not hard to see that we can write a program, using arithmetic operations, 
that, in polynomial time leaves in R the number of satisfying assignments. (In 
particular, f is satisfiable iff R # 0). The algorithm simply adds corresponding counts: 
at stage i it adds the current count in segment k with the current count in segment 
2”-’ + k. (Initially the count in segment k is f(k)). Note that in order for the 
algorithm to work, we must have I > n (or carries may compromise the result). Note 
also, that, as long as f(i) is surrounded by at least it O’s, on both sides, R may 
contain other unwanted information in the rest of its bits; i.e., it may have the form 
R = f(0)Ond, O”f(l)O” d,O”f(2)0” ..a f(2” - l), 
with jdj\ = Id,/ for all j, k, dj an arbitrary bit string, and the algorithm still works. 
We shall stimulate boolean operations by arithmetic operations to obtain R as 
above. First note that, given 2’, it is easy to generate the register containing 
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f(O) q > 0’ 
(101)2’]2 --i--1, 
-a - O’f(2” - 1) if f = xi or if f = -JC~ : in the first case it is [(OO’)*’ 
while in the second case [(10’)2’ (OO’)2’]2”-‘-‘. Both of these can be 
easily generated: for any string x, if m = Ix], (x * 2”’ + x) concatenates x with itself 
and 2”‘* 2m=22m yields the appropriate shift to continue the doubling process. In 
fact, we can produce, in polynomial time such registers for each clause of a 3 - CNF 
formula. Such a clause is a disjunction of 3 (possibly negated) variables, and has a 
relatively clean form, that can be generated in polynomial time, using + and *. For 
example, the clause xi V xj V --x~, with j = i + r, k = j + s, r, s > 0, would yield the 
register 
Note that since we generate the representation for clauses, we will not have to 
simulate V’s. It remains to show how to evaluate conjunctions of clauses. 
Multiplication without carry can be used to implement conjunction. In particular, 
if the arguments of ordinary multiplication are such that no carry propogation 
occurs, then we can use multiplications for A’s. We can accomplish this by making 
the parameter I-the separation between assignments-be different for different 
clauses. Let li be the separation between assignments in the register that represents 
the ith clause. We require that 
zi+l > (li + 1) * 2”. 
Note that if we have ui = 2” in a register, we can obtain 21i+’ in O(n) multiplications, 
so it is possible to have the appropriate shifts available. Let us assume by induction 
that we have obtained in a register the result of evaluating the first k clauses ofJ fkr 
under all possible assignments in a register X in the format 
x=fk(o) O”d:,O”f,(l) O”&O” a” O”f,(2n - l), 
where ] df ( = ] df ) for all i, j and 2n + ( dk 1 = lk. (For k = 1 f, is a single clause that we 
know how to produce.) To obtain fk+ 1 first get a representation for the k t 1st clause 
with I = 2”(1, + 1) in a register Y. 
The product X * Y will be a representation of fk+ 1 as required, with the separation 
between fk+,(i) and fk+l(i + 1) equal to I + 1,. (The trick is the same used to simulate 
parallel multiplications in [ 16, 141.) 
Putting all of these techniques together, we obtain the polynomial time algorithm 
that counts the number of satisfying assignments. m 
We note, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, that the permanent of an 
n X n matrix can be evaluated in polynomial time, using the four arithmetic 
operations on positive integers, since computing the permanent is a complete problem 
for k - NP (#P), and is, therefore in k - NP [ZO]. Obviously, similar results hold for 
the other counting problems complete in k - NP. 
Actually we have proven more: examining the proof of Theorem 2 shows that: (a) 
subtractions can be eliminated from the algorithm, (b) the only conditional decisions 
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were selecting which mask to include in the product (since there are only O(n’) 
possible clauses we could have produced all of them, with all possible separations in 
between in polynomial time.) Thus, the algorithm for computing the permanent can 
be set up as follows: given an n x n matrix, a Turing machine operating in 
polynomial time, outputs a straight-line program for computing the permanent, that 
uses the operations +, *, and i. The straight-line program has polynomial length. 
Note that if truncating (integer) division could be eliminated from this straight-line 
program, and substituted uniformly by a polynomial number of +, *, - and exact 
division operations, we would have that P = k - NP. For it is well known [ 191 that 
division can save at most polynomially many operations, so that the straight-line 
program may be thought of as having only additive operations and multiplication. 
Since the value of the result is 0(2”2) the straight-line program can be executed using 
modular arithetic, using O(n’) bits, and, hence in polynomial time. 
Thus, the truncation in integer division seems to be a ver powerful tool. Results 
indicating such power were obtained earlier by Schonhage [ 13 1. He proved the 
theorem below, by executing straight-line programs modulo a large enough prime. 
THEOREM 3. d: 2 PTIME-RAM[+, *; =]. 
Proof (sketch). By Lemma 3, it suffices to prove that the predicate “El = E,” is 
in d: for straight line programs E, and E, using + and * operations. It follows from 
Schonhage’s theorem that “Ei # E2” is in the class. More precisely, guess a number 
p, verify that p is prime and that E, f E, (mod p), using a nondeterministic machine. 
This will succeed if e, # e, for some p that is of size proportional to the length of e, 
and e, (where e, is the contents of EJ and, therefore, the test uses polynomial time. 
Since AT 2 NP and is closed under complement, the theorem follows. 4 
Schonhage shows that R 2 PTIME-RAM[+, *; =J, where R is the class of 
languages recognized in random polynomial time [ 12 1. Many interesting implications 
follow from these results. For example, 
PTIMEPRAM [+, +; =I = PTIME_RAM( +, *. f ; =I 
iff 
PTIME-RAM [+, *; =] = PTIME-RAM[ +, *, -; <] 
iff 
k - NP = PTIME-RAM[+, *; =I. 
In addition, if the equalities hold, then 
k-NP=R=A;. 
It is very unlikely that these equalities hold. This indicates that integer division is 
indeed a powerful operation. 
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Finally, we prove the last theorem of this section, using a technique similar to the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. PTIME-RAM [ +, *, +-, T; <] = PTAPE. 
Proof (sketch). We show how to recognize, in polynomial time true quantified 
boolean formulas (QBF’s), a complete problem for PTAPE. We use a similar 
representation as in Theorem 2: a register will have segments reserved for each of the 
2” assignments. As before, we obtain the result of each assignment. We now have to 
deal with boolean quantifiers. Existential quantification is evaluated by addition, 
while universal quantification will be evaluated by multiplication. “False” will be 
represented by 0, while “true” will be a nonzero integer. Again, the operations must 
be free of carries-this requires a much larger separation, and this is the reason why 
we need the shift operation. The result of eliminating a sequence of existential quan- 
tifications will be a value of 0 if false, or a value between 1 and 2”m where m was the 
previous maximum value for “true.” Again, multiplication is done so that no carries 
are produced-this requires that the separation be 1 + 2 log m, where 1 is the length of 
one operand and m the maximum value as before. The code for “true” after n 
universal quantifiers are eliminated is an integer between 1 and (m)“‘. The separations 
are obtained by shifts. a 
In the next section we examine some new models of random computations, inspired 
by Lemma 1. 
4. STOCHASTIC RAMS 
We now examine RAMS with random number generators, and prove that they can 
be more powerful than deterministic models. 
DEFINITION. A stochastic RAM is a RAM acceptor with a random number 
generator, RAND. Execution of the instruction 
E, := RAND(R,) 
will put in register R, a random integer, uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 
contents (R,)). 
We say that a stochastic machine M accepts input x if the probability of the even 
“M on input x reaches an accepting configuration” is greater than 4. Bounded error 
and 0 error probability acceptance [5] are defined similarly. 
Note that this is how many real-life programs use randomness. If R, contains a 
small integer, the random number could be produced bit by bit, and the notion would 
be equivalent within a polynomial, to usual probabilistic machines [5, 14, 181. The 
interesting case occurs with random access machines that generate very long registers 
quickly, like MRAMs (RAM[+, 1, *, bool; <I), RAM[+, 2, ], bool; <Is, etc. By 
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Lemma 1, we know that these machies can make very good use of information 
provided by an oracle. The question is, how much does a random string help? 
As in Section 2, there is another interesting interpretation for these questions. 
Viewing the powerful RAMS as conglomerates of processors, working in parallel, 
long random numbers correspond to having many short random numbers 
concatenated to each other-one for each processor in the conglomerate. 
Equivalently, we may take a model with explicit parallelism-like parallel Turing 
machines [g ] or parallel RAMS [ lo]--and investigate the power of these machines if 
each processor can make probabilistic choices during its computation, independently 
of the other processors-i.e., each processor has an unbiased coin of its own. 
Before dealing with these stochastic models, we examine the traditional 
probabilistic machines. For powerful RAMS, like MRAMs, RAM[+, T, bool; <Is, 
parallel Turing machines, etc., it is not hard to show that the usual probabilistic 
models-i.e., models that can have the next move determined by the result of 
(central) coin-tossing-are no more powerful than the deterministic models. We have 
LEMMA 4. PTIME-probabilistic RAM[+, -, *; <] = PTIME-RAMjt, A1 *; <<I. 
The lemma holds for all powerful RAMS-e.g. RAM[+, A, ], bool; <], 
RAM[+, A , -, bool; <I, parallel Turing machines, etc. It holds for all the dlflerent 
notions of probabilistic acceptance. 
Proof (sketch). Using the techniques of [ 141, for input x simulate, in parallel, all 
computations of the MRAM for all possible coin-tossing sequences, and add the 
probabilistic of the accepting computations. 
For all the “powerful” RAMS, the simulation can be carried out in polynomial 
time. I 
In contrast, for stochastic machines, the distributed coin-tossing adds extra power. 
We have 
THEOREM 5. (a) PTIME-stochastic RAM[+, A, T, bool; <] = ER; 
(b) PTIME-stochastic RAM [ +, I, *, bool; <] 1 NEXPTIME. 
Part (b) holds also for the stochastic versions of parallel Turing machines, parallel 
RAMS, RAM(+, -, ., bool; <]s. 
Proof (sketch). We first show PTIME-stochastic-RAM[-+, L, , bool; ] 1 ER. 
Let M be a Turing machine that accepts some 9 E ER. We describe a stochastic 
RAM, S, that accepts Y. Given input x, S generates a register of length 1, where 1 is 
large enough so that a sequence of ID’s of M representing an accepting computation 
with input x, and the mask necessary to verify this (as in Lemma 1) use at most 1 
squares. Such a register can be generated in time polynomial in 1x1, by repeated 
shifts. S asks for a random string of length at least I+ 1. If the leading digit of this 
string is 1, S accepts x without further computation. Otherwise S checks, as in 
Lemma 1, that the remainder of the random string is a proof that M accepts x, and 
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accepts the input x if this is the case. Thus, S accepts x with probability > 4 iff M 
accepts x. 
A similar argument proves (b), which also holds for other stochastic RAMS, like 
RAM[+, -, ., boo]; <]. 
To prove that ER 3 PTIME-stochastic RAM [ +, 2, T, bool; (1 we use 
straightforward simulation. The Turing machine simulator has the contents of all 
RAM registers on its tape, and updates this representation as deterministic RAM 
instructions are simulated. When a random string is used, the simulator cycles 
through all possible strings of such length, executing the RAM program for each of 
them, and adding the probabilities. The tape required is a polynomial times the length 
of the rgisters. For RAM[+, -, T, book (1 this is ER and proves the theorem. For 
the other RAM models it yields only that EXPTAPE is an upper bound. 
The previous results rely, perhaps unfairly, on our definition of acceptance for 
stochastic RAMS. It would be more reasonable to require acceptance with bounded 
error probability. Ideally, the machine should not accept x if x is not in the language, 
and accept it with high probability if it is. We have been unable to prove Theorem 5 
for this strong notion of acceptance. Nevertheless, as we show in Theorem 6, it is 
possible to prove that for some machines, stochastic models are vastly superior to 
deterministic (or probabilistic) models, even with the stronger definition of accep- 
tance. Unfortunately, the machine model is quite contrived. 
DEFINITION. An extended random access machine-ERAM-is a RAM with 
boolean vector operations, comparisons, (unrestricted) shifts, and a RULER 
operation. RULER(k, m, Ri) puts into registers Ri and Ri+, the masks (1 Ok-‘)m and 
(10 k2k-‘)m respectively. The RULER function can be used only once in any com- 
putation. 
The theorem below, shows that the stochastic version of this acceptor is much 
more powerful than the deterministic one, even with the strong notion of acceptance, 
while the deterministic versions are no more powerful than RAM[+, 2, T, <Is. 
THEOREM 6. (a) PRIME-ERAM = PTAPE. 
(b) PTIME-stochastic ERAM = ER. 
Proof. Part (b) is again by “guess and verify.” To ensure that the random string 
returned by RAND will witness to the fact that a Turing machine in ER accepts its 
input x, we ask for a random string of length 2 exponent& water than the length, r, 
of the “witness string”-i.e., the sequence of accepting IDS that proves that x is 
accepted. In this astronomically long string, with probability almost 1, there will be a 
witness string, starting at position ir for some i between 0 and 2”. To check whether 
such a string occurs, use the techniques of Theorem 1. 
The proof of part (a) is harder. It is a nontrivial extension of the proof that 
RAM[+, L, 7, bool; <]s operating in polynomial time can be simulated by 
polynomial space bounded Tms [13]. We sketch the representation of the ERAM 
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registers. Each register is a sequence of portions. Each portion consists of a certain 
number of identical big windows of length k2&, and each big window consists of a 
fixed pattern of little windows of length k each. A big window is specified as a 
sequence (a,, u,)(u2, uJ +.. (uj, uj), where the ai are descriptions of little windows, 
and the ui count how many copies of a, are concatenated to each other in the big 
window. It can be shown that after t ERAM operations there are most O(2’) portions, 
different big windows, and different little windows in en ERAM register. Since each 
little window is a RAM[ +, A, 7, bool; <] register, this yields an EXPTAPE 
simulation. 
The polynomial tape simulation uses the same ideas, but all integers and patterns 
must be represented in “interesting bit” notation as in Section 2. The structure of an 
ERAM register is essentially a tree, so we can recompute things to save space, but 
the details become extraordinarily messy, because we have several different recursive 
data structures around. Since the ERAM model is not very interesting in itself, the 
proof will be omitted. I 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We presented some results about powerful instruction sets for random access 
machines. We saw that some features, in particular, division, can add an unexpectely 
great amount of power to an instruction set. Many more interesting questions remain 
unanswered, and, while? these questions are important, they seem easier than the big 
open problems, like P = NP. We list a sample of such problems: 
(1) Is k - NP = PTIME-RAM[+, *, =]? 
This question is related to the problem of deciding whether a < b when the integers 
a, b are given in modular representation as sets of residues module some prime. As 
we saw, equality would imply that k - NP = AT, i.e., that the class of languages 
accepted by probabilistic polynomial time bounded Turing machines is exactly the 
class of languages accepted by deterministic polynomial time bounded Turing 
machines with an oracle for SAT. It may be possible that P f NP, but k - NP = AT 
(of course k - NP #dT implies P # PTAPE). 
(2) Characterize PTIME-RAM[+, T, *; <I. 
In general, if A(i, ) is the ith level of Ackerman’s function, estimate the power of 
instruction set [ {A(i, ), i E: Z} <], where Z  is some finite set. 
(3) What is the power of stochastic RAM[t, A, *, bool: <I 
(RAM\+, -r *; <I)? 
The following related new results have come to our attention since the first version of 
this paper was wr&ten: 
‘(a) [I] There is an alternative proof that k - NPc PTIME_RAM[+, 1, 
*, t ; =I, using evaluation of multivariate polynomials. 
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(b) [7] Two n x n matrices can be multiplied using O(n’) +, 2, *, f 
operations, using techniques similar to those of Section 3. 
(c) G. Yuval brought to my attention that an early paper [21], proposes 
techniques similar to those of Section 3 as a practical method for conversion from 
binary coded decimal to binary. 
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